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Thanks to everyone who contributed to the first 4th Coffs Coast Sea Slug Census. Together, we submitted
491 observation and found the most species of any of the Coffs Coast events to date, with a total of 130
species. While this number is higher than the total in the summary table for the Project, this is because
taxa identified to a taxonomic level higher than species are not included in the auto-generated totals. I
have been through each submission to make sure we included all discrete species
Sixteen participants submitted their observations, but were assisted in their searching by other team
members as spotters. In total, 30 people took part in searching for, and photographing sea slugs over the
9-day Census.
The most species were found by @profmollusc (71), followed by @divercraig (51) and @lizzydem and
@nathan_fripp (both with 47). With the extended survey period, we managed to cover a great selection of
sites within the Solitary Islands Marine Park including: shore sites - Minnie Water, Diggers Camp,
Arrawarra, Mullaway, Woolgoolga and Sandy Beach; island sites – North Solitary Island, North West
Solitary Island, South West Solitary Island and South Solitary Island.
Thirty-six species were recorded for the first time in a CCSSC event. While some of these have been found
outside Census times, there were some notable “firsts” for the region, with some of these representing
considerable range extensions.
The most interesting find was a small specimen of Hypselodoris bertschi found at Woolgoolga Headland. It
appears that this species has not been recorded from Australia before, with a previous distribution that
includes Hawaii, Japan and French Polynesia.

Image of Hypselodoris bertschi by @profmollusc
Goniobranchus kunei was another great find, with the previous southern limit (on iNaturalist) at Lady Elliot
Island on the southern Great Barrier Reef, Qld. Two other species of the chromodorid genus Hypselodoris
were found well south of their previous distribution limits – Hypselodoris imperialis with a previous
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southern limit on the Sunshine Coast, Qld. (note - specimens shown as H. imperialis from the Gold Coast
on Atlas of Living Australia are misidentified )- and H. sagamiensis with a previous southern limit at Cook
Island. NSW.

Image of Goniobranchus kunei by @nathan_fripp

Image of Hypselodoris imperialis by @bretttouzell
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Image of Hypselodoris sagamiensis by @divercraig
Other species of particular interest were: Limacia ornata – while the Coffs Coast is within its known range,
it is seldom reported from the area; an undescribed species of Hypselodoris, which was also recorded
during the first CCSSC; and the flamboyant Sagaminopteron pyschedelicum which has been reported only
rarely from the region.

Limacia ornata taken by @divercraig
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Hypselodoris sp. taken by @nathan_fripp

Sagaminopteron ornatum taken by @divercraig
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One major advantage of using iNaturalist as the platform for image submission is the opportunity for open
peer-review of identifications. I would like to thank, in particular, @hsini_lin, @drmattnimbs (who has
unable to participate this year), @erwinkoehler, @adrian2370 (also unable to participate this year),
@nicklambert and @ben_travaglini who each provided a substantial number of species identifications.
Of course, you can view all of the images submitted for the Census on the Project Page. It’s worth checking
back to the image collection from time to time as it is likely that some of the undescribed species are
currently being studied by sea slug taxonomists.
Many thanks to the sponsors who supported this Census event – Jetty Dive Centre, Divequest Mullaway
and Camera House.
To view all the images, follow this link: https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/coffs-coast-sea-slug-census2022
See you at the next event!
Steve Smith (profmollusc)
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